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ABSTRACT
Danish has a distinctive vowel length opposition which is
realized with little differences in vowel qualities. This paper
investigates the possibilities of using this fact in reducing the
size of the speech unit database in a high quality concatenative
based text-to-speech system for Danish. The purpose is to
evaluate the concept of using long vowels for synthesizing the
corresponding short vowels.  If this proves successful the size
of the speech unit database may be reduced by approximately
40%.

An acoustic analysis of the long and short vowels in the
present speech unit database was performed. The results are
presented in a F1-F2 plot, and demonstrate a significant
overlap between long and short vowels. Consequently, two
different strategies for synthesizing the short vowels from their
long counterpart were tested. The first strategy used
resegmented long vowel and the second relied entirely on the
time-scaling technique built into the signal generation module.

The two strategies for synthesizing the short vowels were
compared to using pre-recorded short vowels in a
comprehensive listening test. The results of the listening test
were based on 32 subjects judging intelligibility and
naturalness.

The results show no significant differences between the pre-
recorded short vowels and the resegmented long vowels
synthesized as short vowels. The resegmented long vowels
will be implemented in the present text-to-speech system for
further testing.

Keywords: concatenative synthesis, optimization of speech
units database, distinctive vowel length.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

This paper presents the ongoing work on a concatenative based
text-to-speech (TTS) system for Danish, which is being
developed in cooperation between ‘Tele Danmark Research
and Development’ and ‘Center for PersonKommunikation’.
The aim of the work is to develop a flexible, natural sounding
TTS system with high intelligibility and with as few
concatenative speech units as possible. It is considered an
important design criterion that the intelligibility and the
naturalness are not achieved at the expense of an excessive
number of speech units. However, the reduction of speech
units should not reduce the overall quality noticeably. The
more speech units the more costly it is to introduce new
voices, which may impede the widespread use of TTS systems.

It is expected that some large companies using TTS systems
will require their own unique voice as a kind of ‘trademark’.

The present TTS system comprises three main modules as
shown in figure 1. The text is subjected to a morpho-syntatic
analysis, which subsequently is augmented with prosodic
information i.e. fundamental frequency and duration of
phones. Finally the symbolic information is turned into an
acoustic signal by the signal generation module.

The following section describes the signal generation module
in more details.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the present text-to-speech
system.

1.2 Signal generation

The signal generation module in the TTS system is based on
pitch-synchronous residual exited linear prediction (LP)
analysis. As part of the offline setup of the TTS system an
intensity pre-scaling of the speech unit database is performed.
The purpose of the pre-scaling is to obtain a natural intensity
interrelationships between phones and to avoid intensity
mismatches at concatenation points between diphones.

The pre-scaling methodology is described in details in [1].
After intensity pre-scaling, each pitch period of each speech
unit is LPC-analyzed. The analysis window is a Hamming
window centered between the two pitch marks for the present
pitch period. The length of the window is three times the pitch
period. The LPC order is 20 and the LPC coefficients are
determined using the autocorrelation method. Residual error
pitch frames are computed from the unwindowed signal and
stored together with reflection coefficients representing the
LPC filters.

At run-time the fundamental frequency and duration
manipulations are carried out on the residual signal. The
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fundamental frequency is increased by reducing the duration of
the pitch period by windowing the signal, see [2]. Otherwise, if
the pitch period has to be lengthened zeropadding is employed,
see [1].

The duration modifications are achieved by repeating or
deleting pitch periods. Finally, the residual signal is filtered
with the pitch-synchronously updated LPC-synthesis filters.

1.3 Speech unit database

The speech unit database employed consisted originally of
more than 3800 diphones and triphones extracted from
nonsense words spoken by a male speaker. The speech units
were made up of all allowed combinations of 72 phones viz.
24 long vowels, incl. 12 with ‘stoed’, see below, 14 short
vowels, 1 unstressed vowel, 7 semi-vowels, incl. 3 with ‘stoed’
and 22 consonants, incl. 5 with ‘stoed’, and the 4 English
consonants most commonly used in Danish. Finally two units
were included namely silence and pause, which represented
recorded silence and pure zero’s, respectively.

The speech units were recorded in an anechoic chamber at 44
kHz using high quality equipment. All diphones were
segmented manually marking the start and end points of the
diphone, as well as the boundary between the two consecutive
phones. Finally, each pitch period was segmented
automatically using a cepstrum based pitch tracking algorithm.
In voiceless areas the pitch marks were positioned with a fixed
spacing of 5 ms.

The first step towards reducing the number of speech units
focused on the ‘stoed’, which is a distinctive feature in Danish.
The ‘stoed’ is characterized by a series of irregular vocal fold
pulses (creaky voice) and/or an abrupt decrease in fundamental
frequency. It proved possible to implement a signal processing
algorithm for simulating the ‘stoed’, see [1]. This eliminated
the need for pre-recorded ‘stoed’ units. Consequently, the
number of phones could be reduced by 20 corresponding to a
reduction from approximately 3800 to 2600 speech units. The
second step towards minimizing the database concentrated on
synthesizing short vowels from their long counterparts. If
successful this will enable another significant reduction of up
to 10 phones corresponding to a reduction from 2600 to 1500
speech units.

1.4 Long and short vowels

Danish has distinctive vowel length, which means it is possible
to make a distinction between different words solely by the
duration of the vowel, e.g. kile >N
LÛO�]1 (wedge), kilde >N
LO�@

(source) and parken >S
$ÛJ�Q@ (the park), pakken >S
$J�Q@

(the package). Perceptually most long/short vowel pairs are
identical in terms of vowel quality. However, there may be
minor acoustical differences especially in fast speech, where
the short vowels may be slightly centralized compared to their
long counterparts. The degree of centralization is to a certain
extent dialect and speaker dependent. When the speech unit
database was designed in 1994 an informal acoustic analysis
was performed on long vs. short vowels in natural words
spoken by two speakers. The results at that time indicated that

                                                          
1 IPA notation used in all phonetic transcriptions

it would not be advisable to exclude the short vowels from the
speech unit database. The purpose of this paper is to
investigate more thoroughly, to what extend it will be possible
to use the long vowels spoken in nonsense words to synthesize
the corresponding short vowels, without the short vowels
being too over-articulated.

2. METHODS

The possible exclusion of short vowels from the speech unit
database was investigated in two steps. Firstly, an acoustic
analysis of the long and short vowels in question was
undertaken. Secondly, a listening test was carried out to
provide insight into what effect the use of various strategies for
synthesizing short vowels would have on the intelligibility and
naturalness.

2.1 Acoustic analysis of long and short vowels

The long and short vowels in the speech unit database were
analyzed with respect to the distribution of the first two
formants, F1 and F2. This was to confirm that the long/short
vowel pairs have significant overlap in the F1-F2 domain. If a
significant overlap would be found the next step would be to
exploit the redundancy to reduce the size of the phone
inventory. In the present analysis only stressed vowels between
consonants were included. More than 100 samples of each
vowel were analyzed. The analysis was performed around the
diphone boundary, i.e. the steady state or target area of the
vowel. Two pitch periods on either side of the diphone
boundary, corresponding roughly to 40 ms, were included. The
formants were estimated using the utility ‘formant’ from
Entropics  ESPS software package [3]. An analysis window of
40 ms shifted 5 ms per frame was employed. Preliminary
experiments showed that an LPC order of 18 for estimating
was appropriate for tracking the first four formants.

A somewhat similar analysis of the Danish vowels is published
in [4]. Nine speakers each read a list containing the long/short
vowel pairs in identical contexts. It was concluded that the
“short vowels have on the whole a somewhat higher F1 and a
slightly more centralized F2 than the long vowels, but apart
from /o/ and /a/ the differences are small and inconsistent, and
the formant frequency values overlap very much”. These
results indicate that it may be possible to exclude the recorded
short vowels from the speech unit database. However, it is
considered necessary to verify the analysis on the present
speech unit database due to differences in the speech material.

2.2 Test material

The following long Danish vowels were manipulated in
different ways to synthesize short vowels: [LÛ, HÛ, (Û, $Û, \Û, 2Û,
¡Û, XÛ, RÛ, oÛ] The vowels were presented in synthesized
versions of natural Danish words. The vowels were in stressed
position, except of some examples with  [R], which is normally
found in unstressed position only. The test words were
phonetically balanced and represented about 80 different
diphones with short vowels. In the intelligibility test the test
words were imbedded in a carrier sentence: det er ___ de siger
>GH D¥� ___ GL V
LÛ¥]. The test material was divide into three



identical groups of 52 test words, each group containing one of
the three types of short vowels listed below:

Type I). Pre-recorded short vowels time-scaled to the desired
duration for the particular test words according to the rules in
the phonetic rule-database, see figure 2.

Figure 2. Extract from wideband spectrogram of the
synthesized word dytte [G
\G�]. The segmentation
shows the concatenated vowel from type I.

Type II) . Manipulated long vowels, see figure 3. Firstly, the
long vowels were manually segmented with roughly the same
duration as the pre-recorded short vowels according to the
following criterion: The reduction in duration is made from the
diphone boundary towards either the beginning or end of the
vowel depending on the position of the vowel in the diphone.
In this way the target area of the vowel is considerably
reduced. This will hopefully result in a slightly centralized
vowel quality, which will help reduce the impression of over-
articulation. The manipulated long vowels were stored in the
speech unit database as short vowels. Secondly, the vowels
were time-scaled to the desired duration for the particular test
words according to the rules in the phonetic rule-database.

Figure 3. Extract from wideband spectrogram of the
synthesized word dytte [G
\G�]. The segmentation
shows the concatenated vowel from type II.

Type III) . Manipulated long vowels, see figure 4. The
duration of the long vowels were time-scaled according to the
rules in the phonetic rule-database, only.

Figure 4. Extract from wideband spectrogram of the
synthesized word dytte [G
\G�]. The segmentation
shows the concatenated vowel from type III.

2.3 The tests

Both tests took place in an acoustically damped room. The
stimuli were synthesized at 16 kHz and made available at 48
kHz on a DAT-recorder and presented through headphones. A
total of 32 listeners (25 males and 7 females) were picked
among a group of university students and staff.  The average
age was 26 years. None of the listeners were familiar with the
scope of the tests and none of then had any known hearing
disabilities. Furthermore, none of the listeners had any
significant experiences with synthetic speech.

Prior to the start of the listening test the subjects were given a
written introduction. As part of this they were informed that
the words they were to hear represented natural Danish words.

2.3.1 Intelligibility test

The test started with five dummy sentences to accustom the
listeners to the test situation and the synthetic speech. These
dummy sentences were not included in the results. Then the 52
test words synthesized with the 3 different types of short
vowels imbedded in carrier sentences were presented to the
listeners. The sentences were presented in one randomization
only. The listeners were asked to write the test word. The
answer had to be given within 6 seconds. The test lasted
approximately 30 minutes and was divided into two sessions
with a 2 minutes break between sessions.



2.3.2 Naturalness test
The naturalness test was conducted as a ‘Comparison Category
Rating’ as proposed by the ‘International Telecommunication
Union’, see [5]. The listeners were presented with two stimuli
in each trial. The 52 test words were presented in two
randomizations in which the two stimuli had changed place in
order to avoid any positional effects. As opposed to the
intelligibility test the test words were not imbedded in carrier
sentences. The two stimuli (A and B) were compared
according to the scale shown in table 1.

Table 1. ‘Comparison Category Rating’ used for
evaluating the naturalness of the two words A and B.

Numerical
score

Judgement

-3 A is much more natural than B
-2 A is more natural than B
-1 A is slightly more natural than B
0 A and B are about equally natural
1 B is slightly more natural than A
2 B is more natural than A
3 B is much more natural than A

In effect, listeners provided two judgement with one response:
‘Which word is more natural?’ and ‘By how much?’

As three types of short vowels are compared and a ‘null pair’ is
included, the four comparison groups listed in table 1 are
needed.

Table 2. Comparison groups. The notion ‘I & II + II &
I’ refers to a comparison of words synthesized using
short vowels from type I. Half of the words are
presented in order I-II, while the other half is in the
opposite order.

Group # Vowel types1 compared
1 I & II + II & I
2 I & III + III & I
3 II & III + III & II
4 I & I + II & II + III & III

1Vowel types are defined in section 2.2

The first three groups of comparisons correspond to the
possible combinations of the techniques mentioned in section
2.2 for synthesizing short vowels. Half of the trials in each
group are presented in one order and the other half are
presented in the opposite order. Hence, simple averaging of the
numerical scores should yield a value of approximately 0 for
all conditions. The words presented from group 4 in table 2
compare two identical words. This facilitates an evaluation of
the listener's use of the scale.

Each subject had to compare the 52 test words in each of test
groups 1-3. The test group 4 comparison comprised 52 words
using approximately the same number of vowel of the three
vowel types. Hence, each of the 32 listeners had to perform
208 comparisons. The answer had to be given within 5
seconds. The test lasted approximately 34 minutes and was
divided into two sessions with a 10 minutes break between
sessions.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Acoustic analysis

The results of the analysis are shown in figure 5. The average
position for each of the long and short vowels are indicated by
an ‘�’ and an ‘�’, respectively. The standard deviation for F1
and F2 are estimated independently. The ellipses in figure 5
represent twice the standard deviation in each direction. In
case of a Gaussian distribution 95% of the samples will be
within twice the standard deviation.

The results in figure 5 confirm the expectations to a significant
overlap of corresponding long and short vowels.  However, it
should be observed that the vowels in the analysis are in an
extremely varied context, which will result in greater scatters
than if the vowels were analyzed in identical contexts. This
circumstance may have increased the overlap. There is a
general tendency for the short vowels being more centralized
than the long vowels. This is most notable for the back vowels.
Hence, there is a potential risk that synthesizing short back
vowels from their long counterparts may produce units that are
perceived as over-articulated.

This will be examined further as part of the listening tests.

The discrepancy between the present results and the results
from [4], see 2.1, concerning ‘o’ is that this paper is focusing
on the difference between the phones [RÛ] and [R], whereas [4]
is focusing on the differences between the phonemes /RÛ/ and
/R/, which are represented by the phones [RÛ] and [¥].

3.2 Intelligibility

Each of 32 subjects listened to a total of 1664 words
synthesized with the three different types of vowels. Their
understanding of the words were written on paper. Afterwards
all answers were evaluated. If the CVC part of the words
comprising the test vowel was correct the whole word was
counted as correct recognized. Hence, erroneous words
suffixes were neglected.

The average error rate among the listeners showed a great
deviation, as it varied from 0.6% up to 25.0%. The average
error rate for each of the three vowel types are shown in table 3

Table 3. Error rate for the three vowel types averaged
over the 32 listeners.

Vowel type I Vowel type II Vowel type III

No. of stimuli 1664 166 4 1664

No. of errors 163 207 215

Error rate 9.8% 12.4% 12.9%

To determine whether the differences in error rates in table 3
are statistically significant a Fisher-Irwin test [6] was
performed. It was found that at the 1% significance level the
only significant difference is between vowels from type I and
III. At the 5% level the difference between vowels from type I
and II is also significant.



Figure 6. F1-F2 frequencies of Danish long and short vowels spoken in nonsense words by a male speaker.

3.3 Naturalness

Each of vowel pairs presented in the naturalness test was rated
on the seven steps ‘Comparison Category Rating’ scale. Table
4 shows the results from the three main comparisons groups
(see table 2). For each comparison the number of listeners
preferring the vowels from type I, II or III is listed together
with the number of ties. Furthermore the average rating and the
standard deviation is found using the numerical values listed in
table 2.  A value of 0 denotes equal rating of the two words.

Table 4. The number of listeners preferring words with
vowels from type I, II or III. The two rightmost
columns give the average score and the standard
deviation on the ‘Comparison Category Scale’. A
negative average score denotes preference for the first
listed group.

Group  no. I II III TIES AVG STD

1 22 8 2 -0,03 0,86

2 23 8 1 -0,07 0,76

3 24 6 2 -0,16 0,93

It is seen from table 4 that there is a tendency for rating words
with vowel from type I higher than words using the two other
vowel types. But although 22 listeners preferred vowel from
type I to type II the average rate is close to 0 indicating that the
two vowel types are very close. The comparison of vowels
from type II and III exhibits slight preference towards type II.

4. DISCUSSIONS

The manipulated long vowels from type III have the lowest
score in the tests. One explanation to this is probably due to
the current time-scaling algorithm, which in case of a reduction
in duration may pick the pitch periods to be excluded in an
inappropriate way. This means that the majority of the
reduction may take place outside the target area of the vowels,
in this way leaving the target more or less intact, but reducing
the transitions, as seen in figure 4. This will result in an over-
articulated and consequently unnatural sounding short vowel.
The slightly less centralized formant frequencies in
combination with an over-long target area for a short vowel
may explain why the synthesized vowels from type III in some
cases are confused with long vowels, which may change the
meaning of the words.

The vowels from type II have a score that is not significantly
different from the pre-recorded short vowels. The present time-
scaling is not so critical in this type of vowels, because the
majority of the reduction of duration has been done manually.
This is why the formants have a more natural course than in
the vowels from type III, see figure 3. The confusion with long
vowels is also less common than in the vowels from type III.
The use of vowels from type II requires that most of the speech
unit database will have to be resegmented, as described in 2.2.
It will hopefully be possible to accomplish this resegmentation
automatically.

A new time-scaling algorithm will be implemented, in which
the time-scaling will be applied to the targets areas of the
diphones. In this way the stretching/compression of transitions
and the repetition/exclusion of explosions and release noises,
which is sometime seen with the present time-scaling, will be
avoided. When the new time-scaling has been successfully
implemented the different synthesis strategies will be tested on
a new test material including a female voice and different
speaking rates.



5. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the present investigation indicate that it may be
possible to synthesize the short Danish vowels from their long
counterparts, if the synthesis strategy from type II is employed.
It is planned to implement the type II strategy into the present
TTS system in parallel with the pre-recorded short vowels. In
this way it will be possible to switch between the two types of
short vowels and test the different strategies on a more varied
material over a longer period of time. Such further testing is
considered absolutely necessary before the final decision,
whether to exclude the short Danish vowels from the present
and future speech unit databases will be made.
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APPENDICES

A1. Included signal samples

Some examples from the tests are included on the CD-ROM:

R58_01.wav: Sample from the intelligibility test. The word
bille synthesized with the three different
vowels from type I, II and III, respectively.
Each word is embedded in the carrier sentence,
see section 2.2.

R58_02.wav: Sample from the naturalness test. The words
included are: bakke(I), bakke(II) - bakke(I),
bakke(III) - bakke(II), bakke(III) - sjippe(I),
sjippe(II) - sjippe(I), sjippe(III) - sjippe(II),
sjippe(III) - dytte(I), dytte(II) - dytte(I),
dytte(III) - dytte(II), dytte(III). The numerals
refer to the vowel types, see section 2.2.

For further examples from the TTS system, please, refer to the
online demonstration at:

http://www.cpk.auc.dk/syntese/

A2. Test words
The 52 words used in the tests are:

Ortho-
graphy

Transcription Ortho-
graphy

Transcription

bille [ E
LO� ] bakke [ E
$J� ]
bøtte [ E
2G� ] bønne [ E
¡Q� ]

dette [ G
(G� ] dytte [ G
\G� ]
dømme [ G
¡P� ] dumme [ G
oP� ]

gilde [ J
LO� ] gaffel [ J
$I�O ]
gysser [ J
\V¥ ] gumme [ J
oP� ]

pinde [ S
HQ� ] penne [ S
(Q� ]
pølle [ S
2O� ] putte [ S
XG� ]

tigge [ W
HJ� ] tappe [ W
$E� ]
tømme [ W
¡P� ] tobak [ WRE
$J ]

kende [ N
(Q� ] kylling [ N
\OH1]
kysse [ N
2V� ] kolos [ NRO
¥V ]

ville [ 9
LO� ] viske [ 9
HVJ� ]
vakle [ 9
$JO� ] vundet [ 9
oQ�' ]

fælde [ I
(O� ] fødsel [ I
2V�O ]
fulde [ I
XO� ] foto [ I
RWR ]

sysle [ V
\VO� ] synge [ V
21� ]
sømme [ V
¡P� ] Susse [ V
XV� ]

sjippe [ 6
LE� ] sjælden [ 6
(O�Q ]
sjuske [ 6
XVJ� ] chokolade [ 6RJRO
4Û'� ]

midte [ P
HG� ] mappe [ P
$E� ]
myggen [ P
\J�Q ] munde [ P
oQ� ]

nisse [ Q
HV� ] nælde [ Q
(O� ]
nakke [ Q
$J� ] nummer [ Q
oP’¥ ]

lille [ O
LO� ] lønne [ O
¡Q� ]
lussing [ O
XVH1 ] lokale [ ORN
4ÛO� ]


